Challenge: problem. A major behavioural challenge is getting people to do something even if they know it is unnecessary, undesirable, and inappropriate. Clarifying rules and regulations: the region or NHSME making up the rules a they go along. Client/consumer/user/resident: patient, which is a better word because that is what they have to be with 2 the NHS. When Watson and Crick wrote their famous short paper in 1953' they chose the word novel to describe the structure of DNA. This was apt; novel means "of a new kind or nature, previously unknown." The use of novel is now rife in scientific papers and the word is devalued. Of 211 000 papers published in 1970 and searched by the PaperChase medical database, 0 047% had novel in the title. By 1980 the figure was 0-148%, by 1990-with 381 000 papers-0-525%; and in 1992, 0-960/%-almost one in every 100 papers-had novel in the title. Novel is in danger of becoming no more than its synonym, new. "A new idea may be original, but a novel idea is sparkling and ingenious"2: what word to use for sparkle when every nucleotide sequence is novel in the eyes of its discoverer?
Words are copied, as methods are, because they impress. Scientists do not copy methods slavishly, however impressive; they think about them first. Not so, too often, with words. Words induce paralysis of the mind. Novel is more impressive than new, so novel is preferred-even though a little thought (and a dictionary) shows a difference. This is a form of metaphor. To use another metaphor, Kuhn's paradigm is a global word, not a local one. The global meaning is useful, but its devaluation is under way.
... and its devaluations
Consider this use of paradigm: "traditional or classical medicine has always coexisted with altemative therapies, both paradigms sharing the social function of palliating suffering, healing, and controlling biological disorders." It works here, although "systems" might be better. But later in the same article "medicine is unimaginative because it is incapable of conceiving explanations beyond the realm of the scientific paradigm." Now the writer is in difficulties. He invokes two paradigms, traditional medicine and altemative medicine, but by "the scientific paradigm" means no more than science. (The presumption that science is unimaginative is too ridiculous to be taken seriously.)
Defining one paradigm as the whole of traditional medicine is useful-it is global; but consider this, from an editorial about possible adjuvant drugs in anaesthesia, "early reports do not ... give hope that they will deliver the anticipated anaesthetic paradigm." Paradigms within paradigms: is there also a gene therapy paradigm or a clotbusting paradigm?
A TRIPARTITE EXAMPLE A review of the control of breathing invokes three paradigms. Firstly, "Most researchers using reduced preparations typically interpret their data using the reductionist hypothesis as an operating paradigm" here, paradigm is unnecessary. The sentence loses nothing if rewritten. "Most researchers using reduced preparations typically interpret their data using the
